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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND In the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association guidelines, patients are considered
to have true-severe stenosis when the mean gradient (MG) is $40 mm Hg with an aortic valve area (AVA) #1 cm2
during dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE). However, these criteria have not been previously validated.
OBJECTIVES The aim of this study was to assess the value of these criteria to predict the presence of true-severe AS
and the occurrence of death in patients with low-ﬂow, low-gradient aortic stenosis (LF-LG AS).
METHODS One hundred eighty-six patients with low left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) LF-LG AS were
prospectively recruited and underwent DSE, with measurement of the MG, AVA, and the projected AVA (AVAProj), which
is an estimate of the AVA at a standardized normal ﬂow rate. Severity of AS was independently corroborated by
macroscopic evaluation of the valve at the time of valve replacement in 54 patients, by measurement of the aortic
valve calcium by computed tomography in 25 patients, and by both methods in 8 patients. According to these
assessments, 50 of 87 (57%) patients in the study cohort had true-severe stenosis.
RESULTS Peak stress MG $40 mm Hg, peak stress AVA #1 cm2, and the combination of peak stress MG $40 mm Hg and peak
stress AVA #1 cm2 correctly classiﬁed AS severity in 48%, 60%, and 47% of patients, respectively, whereas AVAProj #1 cm2 was
better than all the previous markers (p < 0.007), with 70% correct classiﬁcation. Among the subset of 88 patients managed
conservatively (47% of the cohort), 52 died during a follow-up of 2.8  2.5 years. After adjustment for age, sex, functional
capacity, chronic kidney failure, and peak stress LVEF, peak stress MG and AVA were not predictors of mortality in this subset.
In contrast, AVAProj #1 cm2 was a strong predictor of mortality under medical management (hazard ratio: 3.65; p ¼ 0.0003).
CONCLUSIONS In patients with low LVEF LF-LG AS, the DSE criteria of a peak stress MG $40 mm Hg, or the composite
of a peak stress MG $40 mm Hg and a peak stress AVA #1 cm2 proposed in the guidelines to identify true-severe AS and
recommend valve replacement, have limited value to predict actual stenosis severity and outcomes. In contrast, AVAProj
better distinguishes true-severe AS from pseudo-severe AS and is strongly associated with mortality in patients under
conservative management. (Multicenter Prospective Study of Low-Flow Low-Gradient Aortic Stenosis [TOPAS];
NCT01835028) (J Am Coll Cardiol 2018;71:475–85) © 2018 by the American College of Cardiology Foundation.
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F I G U R E 1 Study Flowchart

TOPAS
n = 186

Patients who
underwent AVR
n = 98

Assessment
of AS severity
by surgeon
n = 54

No assessment
of AS severity
n = 17

both
n=8

Patients under
medical management
n = 88

Assessment of
AS severity by
MDCT
n = 19

Assessment of
AS severity by
MDCT
n=6

No assessment
of AS severity
n = 82

Receiver Operating Characteristic curves
analysis to determine best DSE parameter
and threshold to identify severe AS.

Cox proportional hazards regression to
identify predictors of mortality under
medical management.

(n = 87)
Presented in Table 2 and the Central Illustration
(upper panel)

(n = 88)
Presented in Table 3, the Central Illustration
(lower panel), and Figure 2

The different subgroups derived from the main TOPAS (True or Pseudo-Severe Aortic Stenosis) cohort and for which analyses these subsets
were used. AS ¼ aortic stenosis; AVR ¼ aortic valve replacement; DSE ¼ dobutamine stress echocardiography; MDCT ¼ multidetector
computed tomography.

dobutamine infusion protocol consisted of 8-min

transvalvular ﬂow rate (250 ml/min) was calculated

stages with increments of 2.5 to 5 m g/kg/min up to

using the equation (9):

a maximum dosage of 20 m g/kg/min (3). LV dimensions

were

measured

American

Society

of

at rest according

to

AVAProj ¼ AVARest þ

Echocardiography/European

AVAPeak  AVARest
 ð250  Q Rest Þ
Q Peak  Q Rest

Association of Cardiovascular Imaging recommen-

where AVA Rest and AVA Peak are the AVA at rest and at

dations

was

peak stress, and Q Rest and Q Peak were Q at rest and at

measured at rest and considered constant during

peak stress. To be consistent with the guideline

DSE. The following measurements were performed

criteria, peak stress values were obtained at the time

at rest and at each DSE stage: stroke volume was

when MG was maximal during DSE, which did not

measured in the LV outﬂow tract; transvalvular

necessarily correspond to the last stage with a

(8).

LV

outﬂow

tract

diameter

ﬂow rate (Q) was obtained by dividing stroke

maximum dobutamine dose. Likewise, AVAPeak and

volume by the LV ejection time measured on the

QPeak were the values of AVA and Q Peak concomitant

continuous-wave

to MGpeak .

Doppler

spectral

envelope

of

aortic ﬂow; AVA was calculated by the continuity
equation; MG was obtained by the Bernoulli for-

ASSESSMENT OF AS SEVERITY. AS severity

mula; and LVEF was measured using the biplane

assessed in 87 patients by 1 of 2 methods: 1)

Simpson method. For all these parameters, we

macroscopic evaluation of the valve by the cardiac

averaged the measures of 3 cycles in normal sinus

surgeon at the time of AVR; or 2) quantitation of

rhythm and 5 cycles in the presence of irregular

aortic valve calciﬁcation by MDCT. For the macro-

rhythm. The projected AVA (AVAProj ) at a normal

scopic evaluation, the surgeon visually inspected

was
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(Figure 1). TSAS was considered present when the

T A B L E 1 Baseline Characteristics of the Population and the Subgroups of Patients

aortic valve calcium load was >1,200 Agatston units

Patients Under
Patients Who
Medical
Underwent AS
Whole Cohort
Management
Severity Assessment
(n ¼ 186)
(n ¼ 88) (47%)
(n ¼ 87)

Clinical data

(AU) for women and >2,000 AU for men, as previously validated (10,11). Of the 33 patients in whom
this method was used, 19 (58%) had TSAS according to
MDCT assessment. In the 8 patients with both sur-

Age, yrs

73  10

73  10

72  11

Male

145 (78)

69 (78)

68 (78)

75 (41)

30 (35)

39 (45)

Diabetes

geon assessment and aortic valve calcium scoring,
there was an 88% (7 or 8 patients) agreement in the
classiﬁcation of stenosis severity (Figure 1).

Kidney failure

56 (30)

25 (28)

28 (32)

Hypertension

126 (68)

59 (68)

61 (70)

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. Figure 1 describes the sub-

Hyperlipidemia

125 (68)

56 (64)

61 (70)

groups that were used for each analysis. Results are

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

53 (29)

21 (24)

27 (31)

Coronary artery disease

140 (76)

65 (76)

61 (70)

expressed as mean  SD, unless otherwise speciﬁed.

Previous MI

100 (55)

55 (64)

38 (44)

Duke activity status index

21  15

24  16

17  14

NYHA functional class $III

97 (52)

36 (40)

46 (52)

simple logistic regression analysis. Receiver-operating

Atrial ﬁbrillation/ﬂutter

25 (13)

7 (8)

19 (22)

characteristic curves were used to determine the area

LV diameter, mm

61  8

62  10

59  7

Mean gradient, mm Hg

23  8

20  8

25  8

Aortic valve area, cm2

0.88  0.22

0.94  0.25

0.83  0.19

Correlations among the assessment of AS severity and
AVAPeak, MGPeak, and AVA Proj were determined by

under the curve, sensitivity, speciﬁcity, positive and

Rest echocardiographic data

negative predictive values, and percentage of correct
classiﬁcation for these variables at several cutoff
values. Based on previous studies that reported that

58  17

58  18

57  15

190  49

189  55

191  43

LV ejection fraction, %

28  8

28  9

27  8

LV ﬂow reserve, %

83 (44)

40 (45)

38 (43)

such patients from the receiver-operating character-

Increase in Qmean $15%

164 (88)

80 (90)

75 (85)

istic analysis in the present study.

Mean gradient, mm Hg

32  12

27  10

37  11

for the cutpoints proposed in the ACC/AHA guidelines

Aortic valve area, cm2

for AVAPeak, MGPeak , and for AVAProj #1 cm 2 using

Stroke volume, ml
Transvalvular ﬂow rate, ml/s

estimation of AVAProj might not be reliable when the
percent ﬂow rate increase was <15% (3,9), we excluded

Accuracy of mortality prediction was determined

Peak echocardiographic data
1.04  0.27

1.11  0.28

0.97  0.24

Stroke volume, ml

68  20

68  20

68  22

Transvalvular ﬂow rate, ml/s

278  80

274  84

279  78

36  10

35  11

36  10

1.01  0.21

1.09  0.23

0.93  0.20

Surgical AVR

71 (38)

—

61 (70)

failure, and LVEFPeak (LVEF at peak dobutamine

Transcatheter AVR

27 (15)

—

20 (23)

stress) in patients who received medical management.

LV ejection fraction, %
2

Projected aortic valve area, cm

Kaplan-Meier survival curves and Cox proportional
hazards models, and the corresponding curves were
adjusted for age, sex, functional capacity (as documented by the Duke activity status index), kidney

Aortic valve intervention

The net reclassiﬁcation index using the category

Values are mean  SD or n (%).

free

AVR ¼ aortic valve replacement; LV ¼ left ventricular; NYHA ¼ New York Heart Association.

net

reclassiﬁcation

index

and

integrated

discrimination agreement program codes downloaded online was used to determine the incremental
the valve at the time of AVR and classiﬁed the valve
stenosis severity as nonsigniﬁcant, mild, moderate,
or severe using a standardized method described in
previous

publications

(3,9).

Brieﬂy,

each

valve

leaﬂet was evaluated for stiffness (scored from 0 to
3, 0 being entirely ﬂexible) and degree of calciﬁcation (scored from 0 to 3, 0 being noncalciﬁed).
Scores for stiffness and calciﬁcation were summed
and divided by the number of leaﬂets, giving an

predictive value of AVAProj #1 cm 2 beyond guideline
parameters (AVA Peak and MGPeak ) for predicting 1-year
mortality

under

medical

management.

A

p

value <0.05 was considered statistically signiﬁcant.
Statistical analyses were performed with JMP version
13.0.0 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina, 19892007) and STATA version 11 (StataCorp, College
Station, Texas) software.

RESULTS

average per leaﬂet score. Among the 62 patients
assessed visually by the surgeon, 36 valves were

STUDY POPULATION. The study population was a

described as TSAS (AS graded as severe), whereas 26

mean age of 73  10 years and had a larger proportion

valves were considered to be PSAS (AS graded as

of men (78%) (Table 1). There was a high prevalence of

moderate or less) (Figure 1).

comorbidities, including diabetes (41%), hyperten-

In 33 patients, AS severity was corroborated by the

sion (68%), coronary artery disease (76%), and pre-

quantitation of aortic valve calcium load by MDCT

vious myocardial infarction (55%) (Table 1). LVEF was
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T A B L E 2 Receiver-Operating Characteristic Curve Analyses and Percentage of Correct Classiﬁcation for the DSE Parameters and Criteria

Used to Identify TSAS in the Subgroup of 87 Patients With Flow-Independent Assessment of AS Severity

AUC

Cutoff

0.60; p ¼ 0.07

AVAPeak

0.58; p ¼ 0.12

MGPeak

MGPeak $40 mm Hg and
AVAPeak #1 cm2

% Correct
Classiﬁcation

63

56

66

58

21

58

50

56

$40 mm Hg

35

65

57

44

48

$35 mm Hg

69

54

61

49

63

$30 mm Hg

78

37

61

56

60

22

81

61

42

47
70

£1 cm2

0.70; p [ 0.002

NPV (%)

84

60

86

47

68

72

100

13

60

100

61

£0.60 cm2/m2

98

29

64

92

68

£0.55 cm2/m2

94

37

66

82

68

#1.2 cm2
Indexed AVAProj

PPV (%)

#1 cm2

N/A

0.65; p [ 0.01

Speciﬁcity (%)

#1.2 cm2

N/A

AVAProj

Sensitivity (%)

Bold indicates variables that were found to signiﬁcantly discriminate true from pseudo-severe aortic stenosis.
AS ¼ aortic severity; AUC ¼ area under the curve; AVAPeak ¼ aortic valve area at peak dobutamine stress; AVAProj ¼ projected aortic valve area at normal transvalvular ﬂow
rate (250 ml/s); DSE ¼ dobutamine stress echocardiography; MGPeak ¼ mean gradient at peak dobutamine stress; NPV ¼ negative predictive value; PPV ¼ positive predicted
value; TSAS ¼ true-severe AS.

28  8%, Q Rest was 190  49 ml/s, MG Rest was 23 
2

8 mm Hg, and AVA Rest was 0.88  0.22 cm . With DSE,

vs. 0.99  0.23 cm 2; p ¼ 0.01 and 0.45  0.07 cm 2/m 2
vs. 0.54  0.14 cm 2/m 2; p ¼ 0.0005, respectively),

the average transvalvular ﬂow rate and hemodynamic

whereas AVA Peak and MGPeak were not different

parameters of AS severity increased signiﬁcantly

(0.93  0.24 cm 2 vs. 1.02  0.23 cm 2; p ¼ 0.07 and

a

38.2  10.3 mm Hg vs. 34.5  11.8 mm Hg; p ¼ 0.12,

Q Peak <220 ml/s and thus did not reach the normal

respectively). MG Peak $40 mm Hg had a low sensi-

ﬂow rate despite dobutamine stress. In contrast, 32%

tivity of 35%, a positive predictive value of 57%,

achieved a supranormal ﬂow rate (>300 ml/s) during

and a lower percentage of correct AS severity

DSE, whereas only 42% had a peak ﬂow rate in the

classiﬁcation of 48% for the identiﬁcation of TSAS

normal range (230 to 300 ml/s). Among the 186 pa-

(Table 2). Lowering the MGPeak cutoff value to

tients included in this study, 98 (53%) underwent

35 mm Hg for identifying TSAS improved the

AVR, 71 (38%) by standard open-heart surgery, and 27

sensitivity (69%), positive predictive value (61%),

(15%) by transcatheter access.

and percentage of correct classiﬁcation (63%). A

(Table

1).

However,

26%

of

patients

had

ASSESSMENT OF AS SEVERITY. AVA Proj and AVA Proj

MG Peak cutoff value of 30 mm Hg resulted in a

indexed to body surface were signiﬁcantly smaller

percentage

in patients with TSAS versus PSAS (0.88  0.16 cm 2

AVA Peak #1 cm 2 had a sensitivity of 63%, a positive

correct

classiﬁcation

of

60%.

T A B L E 3 Unadjusted and Adjusted HR (95% CI) of DSE Parameters of AS Severity to Predict Mortality in 87 Patients

Under Medical Management
Univariate Analysis
Unadjusted
HR

95% CI

5 mm Hg

1.00

0.88–1.13

$40 mm Hg vs. <40 mm Hg

0.57

0.18–1.83

Increment/Threshold

MGPeak
AVAPeak

AVAProj

Indexed AVAProj

Multivariate Analysis
Adjusted*
HR

95% CI

0.94

1.20

1.02–1.41

0.02

0.34

0.93

0.21–4.07

0.92

p Value

p Value

0.1 cm2

1.19

1.07–1.33

0.001

1.16

1.02–1.32

0.02

#1 cm2 vs. >1 cm2

2.33

1.32–4.11

0.004

1.79

0.98–3.3

0.06

#1.2 cm2 vs. >1.2 cm2

2.06

1.15–3.68

0.02

1.45

0.78–2.72

0.24

0.1 cm2

1.16

1.01–1.33

0.04

1.29

1.09–1.53

0.003

#1 cm2 vs. >1 cm2

2.13

1.20–3.78

0.01

3.78

1.90–7.50

<0.0001

#1.2 cm2 vs. >1.2 cm2

1.30

0.72–2.37

0.38

2.96

1.50–5.82

0.002

0.1 cm2

1.15

0.92–1.43

0.21

1.43

1.10–1.86

0.008

#0.55 cm2/m2 vs. >0.55 cm2/m2

1.60

0.89–2.87

0.12

2.59

1.35–4.95

0.004

*Adjusted for age, sex, functional capacity (Duke activity status index), kidney failure, and left ventricular ejection fraction at peak dobutamine stress.
CI ¼ conﬁdence interval; HR ¼ hazard ratio; other abbreviations as in Table 2.
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F I G U R E 2 Kaplan-Meier and Cox Curves of Survival Under Medical Management According to DSE Variables of AS Severity

A

B

HR: 0.57 [0.18-1.83]; p = 0.338
100

HR: 0.93 [0.21-4.07]; p = 0.92
100

80

72 ± 16.5

60

72 ± 16.5

72 ± 16.5

MGpeak≥40mm Hg

72 ± 16.5

70 ± 5.2
57.2 ± 5.7
49.9 ± 5.8

40

40.9 ± 6
MGPeak<40mm Hg

20

Overall Survival, (%)

Overall Survival, (%)

MGPeak≥40mm Hg

0

80
60
40
MGpeak<40mm Hg

20
0

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

Follow-Up, (Years)

2

3

4

Follow-Up, (Years)

Patients at risk
10
78

C

5
42

2
22

D

HR: 2.33 [1.32-4.11]; p = 0.004
AVAPeak>1.0 cm

2

AVApeak>1 cm

66 ± 6.7
60 ± 7

60 ± 8.6

60

2

80

77 ± 5.6

80

52 ± 7.3
44 ± 8.8

40

37 ± 8.7
26 ± 9.1
2

AVAPeak≤1.0 cm

20

Overall Survival, (%)

Overall Survival, (%)

HR: 1.79 [0.98-3.30]; p = 0.06
100

100

60
40
2

AVApeak≤1 cm

20

0

0
0

1

2

4

3

0

1

Follow-Up, (Years)

2

3

4

Follow-Up, (Years)

Patients at risk
55
33

E

32
15

21
5

F

HR: 2.13 [1.20-3.78]; p = 0.010

HR: 3.78 [1.90-7.50]; p < 0.0001
100

100
AVAProj>1.0 cm2

81 ± 5.9

AVAproj>1 cm2

80
69 ± 6.4
61 ± 6.4

60

49 ± 7.3

52 ± 9
38 ± 8.9

40

34 ± 8.8

34 ± 8.8

AVAProj≤1.0 cm2

20

Overall Survival, (%)

80
Overall Survival, (%)
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The survival according to DSE mean gradient (MGPeak <40 mm Hg or $40 mm Hg) (A) unadjusted and (B) adjusted, DSE aortic valve area (AVAPeak >1 cm2 or #1 cm2)
(C) unadjusted and (D) adjusted, projected aortic valve area (AVAProj >1 cm2 or #1 cm2) (E) unadjusted and (F) adjusted, and indexed projected aortic valve area
(AVAProj >0.6 cm2/m2 or #0.6 cm2/m2) (G) unadjusted and (H) adjusted. In B, D, F, and H, curves were adjusted for age, sex, functional capacity (Duke activity status
index), kidney failure, and DSE left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) (*). This analysis was performed in the subgroup of 88 patients followed under medical
management. HR ¼ hazard ratio. Other abbreviations as in Figure 1.
Continued on the next page
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predictive value of 64%, and a percentage correct

There

classiﬁcation

AVAPeak #1 cm 2 to predict mortality during medical

of

60%.

The

combination

of

MGPeak $40 mm Hg and AVA Peak #1 cm 2 had a

was

a

trend

toward

signiﬁcance

of

management (p ¼ 0.06) (Figure 2 and Table 3).

lower percentage of correct classiﬁcation (47%)

Models built with AVAProj or indexed AVA Proj were

compared with AVAPeak #1 cm 2 alone. AVA Proj and

more accurate in predicting mortality than those built

indexed AVA Proj had the best area under the curve,

with AVAPeak or MG Peak (all p # 0.05). AVAProj #1 cm 2

sensitivity, and positive predictive value compared

had a net reclassiﬁcation index of predicting death

with the other DSE parameters (Table 2). Indexed

under medical management at 1 year of 0.96

AVA Proj #0.6 cm 2/m 2 had the best performance to

compared with AVA Peak #1 cm 2 (p < 0.0001), 0.60

identify TSAS with an area under the curve of 0.70,

compared with MG Peak $40 mm Hg (p ¼ 0.01), and

sensitivity of 94%, positive predictive value of 66%,

0.88

and a percentage correct classiﬁcation of 68%

MG Peak $40 mm Hg and AVA Peak #1 cm2 (p ¼ 0.0003).

compared

with

the

composite

of

(Table 2). An AVA Proj #1 cm 2 provided similar re-

Adding atrial ﬁbrillation in the models did not

sults with a percentage correct classiﬁcation of 70%.

change the results of the Cox analyses. Flow reserve

PREDICTION OF PATIENT OUTCOME. In univariable

during DSE was not associated with mortality

deﬁned by a percent increase in stroke volume $20%
analysis, MG Peak , AVAPeak, AVAProj , and indexed

(p ¼ 0.80 and p ¼ 0.66 in univariable and multivari-

AVA Proj as continuous variables were predictors of

able analyses, respectively).

mortality (all p # 0.02). As dichotomous variables
only AVAProj #1 cm2 (p < 0.0001) and indexed

DISCUSSION

AVA Proj #0.55 cm 2/m 2, (p ¼ 0.004) were predictors of
mortality, whereas MG Peak $40 mm Hg (p ¼ 0.69) and

The main ﬁndings of this study are that in patients

AVA Peak #1 cm 2 (p ¼ 0.06) were not (Figure 2 and

with low LVEF LF-LG AS: 1) a DSE criteria of

Table 3). The combination of AVA Peak #1 cm 2 and

MG Peak $40 mm Hg has a low sensitivity for identi-

MGPeak $40 mm Hg as recommended in the guide-

fying TSAS and does not predict mortality in medi-

lines to identify TSAS was not associated with

cally managed patients; lowering the cutoff value of

all-cause mortality (p ¼ 0.21).

MG Peak to 35 mm Hg can improve the sensitivity; 2) a

After adjustment for age, sex, functional capacity,

DSE criteria of AVA Peak #1.0 cm 2 is superior to MG Peak

kidney disease, and LVEFPeak , AVAProj and indexed

criteria to identify TSAS and predict mortality; 3) a

AVA Proj (as continuous or dichotomous variables),

combination

and MG Peak and AVA Peak (as continuous variables

AVAPeak #1.0 cm2 as proposed in the ACC/AHA valve

only) were independent predictors of mortality dur-

guidelines has a low sensitivity for identifying TSAS

ing medical management (all p # 0.02) (Figure 2).

and does not predict mortality in medically managed

of

MGPeak

$40

mm

Hg

and

4
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C E NT R AL IL L U STR AT IO N DSE Guideline Criteria for Low Ejection Fraction AS Severity

Identification of Aortic Stenosis Severity by
Dobutamine Stress Echocardiographic Criteria

A
100
Percentage of Aortic Stenosis
Severity Classification, (%)

482

80

60

40

20

0
MGPeak≥40 mm Hg

AVAPeak≤1 cm2

MGPeak≥40 mm Hg
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≤0.6 cm2/m2

Correctly Classified Pseudo-Severe AS

Wrongly Classified Pseudo-Severe AS (True-Severe AS by DSE)

Correctly Classified True-Severe AS

Wrongly Classified Truly-Severe AS (Pseudo-Severe AS by DSE)

B

Prediction of Mortality Under Medical Management

Indexed AVAProj≤0.55 cm2/m2

HR: 2.59(1.35-4.95); p = 0.004

HR: 3.78(1.90-7.50); p < 0.0001

AVAProj≤1 cm2
Guidelines criteria:
HR: 2.68(0.57-12.49); p = 0.21

MGPeak≥40 mm Hg and AVAPeak≤1 cm2

AVAPeak≤1 cm2

MGPeak≥40 mm Hg

0.3

HR: 1.79(0.98-3.30); p = 0.06

HR: 1.29(0.37-4.43); p = 0.69

0.5
1
1.5 2
3
5
10
Mortality Hazard Ratio (95% Confidence Interval)

Annabi, M.-S. et al. J Am Coll Cardiol. 2018;71(5):475–85.

(A) Comparison of correct classiﬁcation of aortic stenosis (AS) severity and (B) hazard ratio (HR) for survival prediction under medical treatment according to conventional dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE) markers and projected aortic valve area at normal ﬂow rate. (A) Bar graph of correct (dark color) or incorrect
(light color) classiﬁcation according to the actual severity of AS (i.e., true-severe [orange] of pseudo-severe [blue]). This analysis was performed in the subgroup of
87 patients with conﬁrmation of AS severity by computed tomography (CT) and/or surgeon. (B) Forest plot of HRs of the different DSE criteria. Analyses were
adjusted for age, sex, functional capacity (Duke activity status index), kidney failure, and DSE left ventricular ejection fraction. This analysis was performed in the
subgroup of 88 patients followed under medical management.
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patients; and 4) AVAProj provides the best accuracy to

fails in a large proportion of patients, AVA Peak might

predict

an

still be pseudo-severe due to a persistent LF state.

AVA Proj #1.0 cm 2 (or indexed AVA Proj #0.55 cm2 /m 2)

Using the combination of MGPeak $ 40 mm Hg and

providing

AVAPeak # 1.0 cm 2 as proposed in the ACC/AHA

TSAS

and

the

clinical

optimal

outcomes

cutoff

value

with

(Central

guidelines improved the speciﬁcity, but had a low

Illustration).
FLOW

DEPENDENCE

OF

PARAMETERS

SEVERITY. Echocardiography

or

OF

AS

catheterization

measures of AS severity such as MG and AVA are
inherently ﬂow dependent (3,12,13). Because the
transvalvular ﬂow response to dobutamine varies
largely from one patient to another (12,13), peak DSE
values of AVA and MG do not solely represent the
severity of the valve stenosis, but may be inﬂuenced
by the magnitude of the change in ﬂow during
dobutamine stress. In the present study, approximately one-half of patients did not have normal ﬂow
rate during dobutamine stress, which could potentially lead to persistence of the discordance in AS
severity grade based on MG and AVA. In addition,
25% of patients achieved supranormal ﬂow rates
during dobutamine stress, which could lead to
“reverse” discordant grading by AVA and MG (AVA
2

>1 cm and MG $40 mm Hg). The projected AVA at a
normal ﬂow rate has the advantage of being standardized for the transvalvular ﬂow rate. This parameter provides an estimation of the AVA at a ﬁxed
normal ﬂow rate that is identical for all patients (i.e.,
250 ml/s) (3,9). This standardization for ﬂow rate
might explain why the AVA Proj outperforms other DSE
parameters for the prediction of stenosis severity and
outcomes in low LVEF LF-LG AS.

LVEF

LF-LG

AS. The

classiﬁcation of only 47% in our study cohort. The
projected AVA at a normal ﬂow overcomes the ﬂow
dependency of MGPeak and AVAPeak, and thereby improves the accuracy of DSE for the identiﬁcation of
TSAS and PSAS. However, a minimum 15% increase in
mean transvalvular ﬂow rate is required to obtain a
reliable estimate of AVA Proj during DSE (9). In patients
with low LVEF LF-LG AS and no or minimal increase
(<15%) in ﬂow rate (11% of the patients in the present
series), it is likely preferable to use aortic valve calcium scoring by computed tomography to corroborate
stenosis severity (10).
DSE INDEXES OF AS SEVERITY AS PREDICTORS OF
MORTALITY. There was no association between DSE

MG Peak $40 mm Hg and mortality in our low LVEF LFLG AS patients who received medical management.
This intriguing ﬁnding might be due to the fact that
the increase in MG during DSE was not only related to
the stenosis severity, but also inﬂuenced by LV contractile reserve (4,9,15,16). The presence of TSAS and
lack of contractile reserve are known risk factors for
mortality in low LVEF LF-LG AS (15,16), but have
opposite effects on MG Peak . A more severe stenosis is
associated with a larger increase in MG during DSE,
whereas a lack of contractile reserve, and thus ﬂow
reserve, due to advanced myocardial impairment, is

CRITERIA TO DIFFERENTIATE TSAS AND PSAS IN
LOW

sensitivity at only 22% and a percentage of correct

associated with a smaller increase in MG. Hence, a

of

lower MG Peak does not necessarily indicate the pres-

MGPeak $40 mm Hg lacks sensitivity to differentiate

ence of nonsevere AS, but may be observed in a pa-

TSAS and PSAS. Using a lower cutoff value of

tient with TSAS in whom the increase in MGPeak has

MGPeak $35 mm Hg markedly improved the sensi-

been blunted by poor ﬂow reserve. Such patients

tivity from 35% to 69% while also improving the

would be at high risk of mortality under conservative

percentage of correct classiﬁcation from 48% to 63%.

management (15,16). Up to two-thirds of patients in

The use of a cutoff of 30 mm Hg did not further

our

improve the diagnostic performance of MG Peak . The

AVAPeak #1.0 cm2 had TSAS. Furthermore, there were

DSE

criteria

cohort

with

a

MG Peak

<40

mm

Hg

and

low sensitivity of MGPeak criteria might be related to

several patients (n ¼ 8) with a MG Peak <40 mm Hg and

the fact that almost one-half of patients with low LVEF

AVAPeak between 1.0 and 1.2 cm2 who were found to

LF-LG AS did not achieve a normal ﬂow rate with DSE,

have TSAS based on surgical inspection or aortic valve

thus potentially precluding MG to reach 40 mm Hg

calcium

despite the presence of TSAS. Using a DSE criteria of

MG Peak <40 mm Hg and/or an AVAPeak >1.0 cm 2 on

AVA Peak #1.0 cm 2 had better sensitivity and percent-

DSE does not exclude the presence of TSAS and a

age of correct classiﬁcation compared with MG Peak.

potential beneﬁt from AVR.

load.

Hence,

the

presence

of

a

Use of a cutoff value of <1.2 cm 2 as suggested in some

As opposed to MG Peak, the presence of TSAS and

studies (4,9,14) further improved the sensitivity (63%

the lack of ﬂow reserve both yield a smaller AVA Peak

to 84%). However, the main limitation of AVAPeak

(i.e., the effect of these 2 factors affect AVA Peak in the

criteria was the relatively low speciﬁcity. Because

same direction, as opposed to in opposite directions

achieving a normal ﬂow rate of 250 ml/s with stress

on MG Peak). Hence, a small AVA Peak may be a marker
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of a more severe AS, more advanced myocardial

CONCLUSIONS

impairment, or both. This might explain why in univariable analyses, AVAPeak was strongly associated

The use of MG $40 mm Hg with or without an

with an increased risk of mortality in medically

AVA #1 cm 2 during DSE leads to misclassiﬁcation of

treated patients, whereas MG Peak was not. After

AS severity in approximately one-half of patients

adjusting for other DSE markers of LV myocardial

with low LVEF LF-LG AS. The most important limi-

impairment (such as peak stress LVEF), the associa-

tation of these DSE criteria is the low sensitivity due

tion between AVAPeak and outcome was no longer

to persistence of a LF state during dobutamine stress

signiﬁcant.

and persistent discordant grading of AS severity using

As opposed to MG Peak and AVAPeak , AVAProj is

MG and AVA. Application of a lower cutoff value for

standardized for ﬂow and is a more precise marker

peak stress MG $35 mm Hg improves the sensitivity

of

Furthermore,

this

of DSE for the identiﬁcation of TSAS. Use of the pro-

LV

and

jected AVA at a normal ﬂow rate of 250 ml/s provides

transvalvular ﬂow. This might explain why a small

the best performance for correctly classifying AS

AVAProj , which reﬂected the presence of TSAS, was

severity and the best prediction of clinical outcome in

independently associated with an increased risk of

patients with low LVEF LF-LG AS undergoing medical

mortality in patients treated conservatively, even

management. This parameter should be considered to

after

guide patient management, especially when discor-

the

actual

parameter

is

AS

severity.

independent

adjustment

for

of

DSE

function

parameters

of

LV

dant AS grading persists despite DSE. Because of the

function.
STUDY LIMITATIONS. Residual confounding factors

could not be excluded in this observational study.
The treatment was left to the discretion of the treating physician who was aware of the AVA rest/peak
and MPG rest/peak, stroke volume rest/peak (i.e.,
data included in the guidelines), but not of the
AVAProj or the aortic valve calciﬁcation score. Despite
being a limitation, this aspect of the protocol further
reinforced the robustness of the results and conclusions of the study. Patients with a MG Peak $40 mm Hg
were underrepresented in the medical management
group because they were more likely to undergo
aortic valve replacement. However, even as continuous variable, MG Peak appeared to be a weaker pre-

major implications of accurate assessment of AS
severity in these low LVEF LF-LG AS patients, other
methods such as aortic valve calcium scoring by
MDCT should be considered to corroborate AS
severity in all cases. Further studies will be needed to
validate aortic valve calcium thresholds in this population and to assess the complementarity of DSE and
aortic valve calcium scoring.
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dictor of mortality than AVAProj .
We primarily used the assessment of the valve by

PERSPECTIVES

the cardiac surgeon at the time of AVR as the reference standard. Although this process had been standardized among the different sites participating to
the TOPAS study, the assessment performed by the
surgeon was only semiquantitative and was predominantly based on the anatomic severity rather
than the hemodynamic severity. In a subset of patients, we used the aortic valve calcium score
measured by MDCT to corroborate AS severity. Aortic
valve calciﬁcation is a marker of “anatomic” severity
and not a direct marker of hemodynamic severity.
Nonetheless,

several

studies

demonstrated

that

MDCT aortic valve calcium score was strongly associated with AS hemodynamic severity, progression
rate, and clinical outcomes (10,11,17). However, aortic
valve calcium score thresholds were never validated
in these low LVEF LF-LG AS patients.

COMPETENCY IN PATIENT CARE AND
PROCEDURAL SKILLS: In patients with LF-LG AS
and reduced LVEF who underwent DSE, calculation
of AVAproj at a normal transvalvular ﬂow rate
(250 ml/min) more accurately identiﬁed patients with
truly severe AS than use of the combination of
MG $40 mm Hg and AVA #1.0 cm2.
TRANSLATIONAL OUTLOOK: Additional studies
are needed to evaluate the complementary diagnostic
value of aortic valve calciﬁcation assessed by MDCT
imaging and calculation of the AVAproj by DSE to
improve selection of patients with LF-LG AS for valve
replacement.
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